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Abstract
Real-world materials exhibit highly nonlinear mechanical behavior, but computer animation often neglects such
nonlinearities. Hyperelasticity, or strain-dependent material stiffness, is one of the clear sources of nonlinearity.
Correctly modeling real-world materials would require capturing strain-dependent elasticity, but hyperelasticity
induces stiff differential equations that may complicate simulation, in particular for real-time computer animation.
In this paper, we propose a method based on constrained optimization for the simulation of hyperelastic materials.
The key novelty of our method lies on limiting elastic energy to model extremely nonlinear elasticity within a
common linear co-rotational formulation. Our method is designed on a hexahedral FEM discretization to avoid
locking phenomena, and is capable of solving together energy-limiting and frictional contact constraints. We show
that our approach enables the simulation of a large range of hyperelastic material behaviors.

1. Introduction

Linear material models prevail in the field of computer ani-
mation, but they cannot faithfully capture the huge range of
physical behaviors of real-world materials. For example, soft
biological tissues are usually heterogeneous and highly in-
compressible; moreover they normally require sophisticated
constitutive models including features such as anisotropy or
hyperelasticity [Ogd97].

The use of hyperelastic models comes with drawbacks,
as they usually exhibit higher numerical stiffness. Conse-
quently, small simulation time steps are required, which
cannot be afforded by interactive applications. Commonly
accepted elasticity models in computer animation include
the linear co-rotational model [MG04] and the St. Venant-
Kirchhoff model with non linear Green-Lagrange strain but
a linear constitutive model [ITF04]. In contrast, hyperelas-
ticity in computer animation is more often addressed by
the more efficient alternative of using either soft or hard
constraints. Constraints may be added to limit deforma-
tion [Pro95, BMF03, TPS09, PCH∗13] or to preserve vol-
ume [ISF07, PMS12].

In this paper, we propose a constraint-based method for
the simulation of highly non-linear hyperelastic materials.
Contrary to previous works, our approach is based on the
use of constrained optimization to directly limit the elastic
energy of each simulated element. This allow us to robustly

Figure 1: Simulation of hyperelastic deformations on a hex-
ahedral lattice embedding.

reproduce the behavior of very compliant materials, which
suddenly become rigid under conditions of large deforma-
tion.

Our framework is based on the usual co-rotational strain
formulation with Hookean elasticity, and discretized using
the finite element method (FEM). More precisely, we em-
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ploy a hexahedral simulation mesh with trilinear basis func-
tions per element, where we embed complex geometry as
shown in Fig. 1. Our choice of hexahedral discretization
is motivated by two reasons. First, nonlinear shape func-
tions overcome the severe locking problems suffered by
simple linear tetrahedra when modeling constrained materi-
als [ISF07]. Second, hexahedral elements produce a smaller
number of constraints per degree-of-freedom, hence the use
of hexahedra turns out to be less computationally expensive.

Our overall simulation algorithm is simple and relies on
standard solvers, allowing the solution of dynamics with ro-
bust implicit integration. Embedded contact and Coulomb
friction are also formulated in a constraint-based manner,
and are treated together with energy-limiting constraints in
the same solver.

Finally, we have tested our method on different example
simulations, highlighting the diversity of nonlinear behav-
iors that can be achieved in contrast to linear materials.

2. Related Work

Hyperelastic materials, also called Green-elastic materials,
extend the properties of linear elastic materials, and al-
low the computation of elastic stress from arbitrary en-
ergy functions. Some examples of real-world hyperelas-
tic materials are, among others, rubber, wood, woven fab-
rics and soft biological tissues. St. Venant-Kirchhoff, which
is the simplest hyperelastic material, is a common elas-
ticity model used in computer graphics to capture non-
linear elasticity [ITF04, BJ05]. However, in the field of
mechanics, more sophisticated mathematical models have
been designed to describe a wide variety of physical phe-
nomena, such as Hookean, Ogden, or Mooney-Rivlin mod-
els [BW97, Ogd97, Hol00, BW00]. A recent approach to
model nonlinear materials in computer graphics is to inter-
polate linear elastic models estimated from measured defor-
mation examples [BBO∗09, WOR11, MBT∗12].

Modeling highly nonlinear hyperelastic materials is com-
putationally complex, and more efficient alternatives have
been proposed recently, including nonlinear model reduc-
tion [Bec12] or strain-limiting using constraints [TPS09].
Geometric constraints are attractive ways to model invari-
ant properties in computer animation, and they can even im-
prove the stability of animation in contrast to traditional nu-
merical integration of Newtonian mechanics [BMOT13].

Strain limiting is an approach for the simulation of bipha-
sic hyperelastic materials, which can be described by a lin-
ear compliant behavior under moderately small strains, and
quasi-rigid behavior beyond a limit strain. Several authors
in computer graphics have proposed strain-limiting methods
for mass-spring systems, by limiting the elongation of spring
elements [Pro95,DSB99,BMF03,GHF∗07]. Thomaszewski
et al. [TPS09] extended the use of strain-limiting to con-
tinuum elasticity, by setting constraints on the components

of the strain tensor. Recently, Wang et al. [WOR10] pro-
posed a geometric approach to strain limiting, while Perez
et al. [PCH∗13] formulated strain limiting as a constrained
dynamics problem.

All these approaches are formulated on linear elements,
and rely on the definition of a constant strain per element.
However, the simulation of linear finite elements with con-
straints may suffer from locking, when the (local) ratio of
constraints to degrees of freedom is too high and the motion
appears too rigid [ISF07]. In this work, we propose a hyper-
elastic model based on constraints for hexahedral finite ele-
ments, which does not suffer from locking. Previous strain-
limiting approaches for tetrahedra cannot be directly applied
to hexahedra though. In hexahedra, strain is not unique, and
setting constraints on an average strain may not be suffi-
cient for constraining deformations, as positive and nega-
tive strains present in higher-order deformation modes may
simply cancel out. Instead, we introduce energy constraints,
which accurately capture high local strain even for higher-
order deformation modes.

Recently, Patterson et al. [PMS12] have described a gen-
eral framework for the simulation of nonlinear elastic ob-
jects, including anisotropy and volume conservation, on hex-
ahedral lattices. Interestingly, they combine various quadra-
ture schemes for improved performance. Specifically, they
propose a novel second-order scheme with 4-point quadra-
ture for accurate boundary treatment, but they speed-up
computations when possible using a first-order scheme with
a one-point quadrature rule [MZS∗11].

3. FEM for Elasticity

In this section, we present the basics of our elasticity model,
without the addition of constraints. We first introduce the
formulation of continuum elasticity, followed by a descrip-
tion of the FE discretization using hexahedral meshes. Fi-
nally, we describe the computation of elastic forces.

3.1. Elasticity Model

In continuum mechanics, object deformation is described by
a displacement map u : X→ x, from initial (material) coor-
dinates X to deformed (world) coordinates x. We consider
elasticity models for which internal forces are a function of
the deformation gradient G(X) = ∂x/∂X, along with ma-
terial properties. In particular, in this work we assume an
isotropic Hookean material, where stress σ linearly depends
on strain as follows:

σ = Eε, (1)

where ε is the so-called Cauchy (linear) strain tensor:

ε =
1
2
(∇u+∇uT ), (2)

and E is a factor that is solely determined by material proper-
ties, namely Young modulus Y and Poisson’s ratio v. Under
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these assumptions, elastic forces can be easily derived from
the stress field σ as felastic =∇·σ.

To discretize the elasticity equations, FEM partitions the
material space into elements Ω ≡

⋃
Ωe, such as tetrahedra

or hexahedra. This partition provides a framework to inter-
polate variables inside the volume of each element from val-
ues defined at its vertices (i.e., nodes). The vector of nodal
forces f can then be defined as a linear function of the vector
of nodal displacements u, through a stiffness matrix K:

f =−Ku. (3)

3.2. Hexahedral Discretization

The formulation of shape functions is simplified by the
use of per-element iso-parametric natural coordinates s =
(s1 s2 s3)T ∈ Ωe [Hol00]. In the case of hexahedra, the
material of a hexahedron in natural coordinates is given by
the cube Ωe ≡ [−1,+1]3, with the coordinates of its eight
nodes sn = ((−1)i (−1) j (−1)k)T , for i, j,k = {1,2} and
n = 4(i− 1)+ 2( j− 1)+ k (See Fig. 2). In this context, the
value of any variable y(s) within the element can be interpo-
lated as:

y(s) =
8

∑
n=1

yn Nn(s), (4)

where yn are nodal values and Nn(s) are trilinear interpola-
tion (shape) functions associated with each node:

Nn(s) =
1
8
(1+ sn1 s1)(1+ sn2 s2)(1+ sn3 s3). (5)

With the FE discretization, we can compute a discrete ap-
proximation of the deformation gradient G(s), which results
as follows:

G(s) =
∂x
∂s

∂s
∂X

=
8

∑
n=1

xn
∂Nn(s)

∂s

(
Xn

∂Nn(s)
∂s

)−1

. (6)

For regular hexahedral meshes, such as the ones we
used in this work, F = ∂X/∂s reduces to a constant scale
matrix from natural to material coordinates. As suggested
in [ITF06], we assemble the world positions of each ele-
ment’s nodes in a 3× 8 matrix D; analogously, the deriva-
tives ∂Nn/∂s are assembled into a 8×3 matrix H(s). Under
these conventions, the deformation gradient can be written
as

G(s) = DH(s)F−1 (7)

Note that material and natural coordinates are time-invariant,
hence H(s)F−1 can be precomputed for efficiency.

In contrast to tetrahedral discretizations, hexahedral shape
functions are nonlinear w.r.t. s; therefore, the derivative ma-
trix H(s) is not constant throughout an element. In practice,
this implies that magnitudes integrated over elements must
be evaluated at several quadrature points {sq} ∈ Ωe,q =

Figure 2: Left: the nodes of a hexahedron expressed in iso-
parametric natural coordinates, where shape-functions are
defined. Right: innermost tetrahedron, which arises from the
Coxeter-Kuhn-Freudenthal cut, used for the estimation of
the element’s rotation.

{1, . . . ,nq}. As commonly done for hexahedral elements, we
employ a second-order Gaussian quadrature with points:

sq =
1√
3
((−1)i (−1) j (−1)k)T , (8)

with q = 4(i−1)+2( j−1)+ k and i, j,k = {1,2}.

In this case, the point weights are trivially wq = 1.

3.3. Elastic Force Computation

For hexahedra defined in natural coordinates, the per-
element stiffness matrix Ke is integrated over the volume
of the hexahedron as follows:

Ke =
∫

Ωe,X

BT EBdVX =
∫

Ωe,s

BT EB det(F)dVs, (9)

where B(s) is a 3 × 24 matrix that reassembles the
matrix of shape function derivatives H as B(s) =
(diag(∂N1/∂s) . . . diag(∂N8/∂s)). The determinant of the
scale matrix F relates hexahedral volumes in material and
natural coordinates. As introduced earlier, the integral can be
approximated and precomputed as a weighted sum of values
evaluated at quadrature points:

Ke =
8

∑
q=1

wq B(sq)T EB(sq) det(F). (10)

To better handle large rotations, we apply a co-rotational
strain formulation [MG04], in which a rotation matrix Re
is estimated per element, and the strain is measured in
the unrotated setting. Then, the per-element matrix is ef-
fectively warped as K′e = Re Ke RT

e . Following suggestions
in [NL08], we tessellate each hexahedron using the Coxeter-
Kuhn-Freudenthal shown in Fig. 2, and then select the in-
nermost tetrahedron to estimate the rotation from the polar
decomposition of its deformation gradient.

4. Energy Constraints

In this section, we present our approach for achieveing non-
linear elastic behavior using constraints. We first describe the
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Figure 3: Simulation of a beam under different settings. From left to right: (i) compliant linear-elastic (Y = 150KPa), (ii)
compliant constrained (Y = 150KPa and Ue ≤ 1.0J), (iii) compliant constrained (Y = 150KPa and Ue ≤ 0.5J), (iv) compliant
constrained (Y = 150KPa and Ue ≤ 0.1J), and (v) stiffer linear-elastic (Y = 2MKPa). Varying the energy limit produces diverse
hyperelastic behaviors.

energy-limiting constraint used for that purpose, followed
by a mathematical derivation of the constraint Jacobians re-
quired by our solver.

4.1. Constraint Definition

We aim to control the magnitude of each element’s deforma-
tion by imposing constraints over its elastic energy Ue. This
energy is computed by integrating over the element the strain
energy density e = σ · ε, i.e., the amount of elastic energy in
the deformed configuration per unit volume. The strain is
computed as a function of the displacement gradient ∇u, as
shown in Eq. (2), which in the co-rotational setting is com-
puted as

∇u(s) = RT
e G− I. (11)

The element’s energy is integrated as:

Ue =
∫

Ωe,X

e(ε)dVX =
∫

Ωe,s

e(ε) det(F)dVs. (12)

And it can be approximated using Gaussian quadrature as:

Ue =
8

∑
q=1

wq e(εq)det(F). (13)

Under the assumption of a regular initial mesh, the total elas-
tic energy of a hexahedron depends only on the energy den-
sity function e(εq) at the quadrature points.

Based on the energy definition, we introduce our
deformation-limiting constraints, which simply restrict each
element’s energy under a maximum value Umax. Formally,
each element’s energy limit is formulated as a unilateral con-
straint:

Cu = 1− Ue

Umax
≥ 0. (14)

Fig. 3 shows the simulation of a beam using different per-
element energy limits.

4.2. Constraint Jacobians

We enforce deformation constraints following a constrained
optimization described in the next section. This formulation

requires the computation of constraint Jacobians w.r.t. the
degrees-of-freedom of the system (i.e., the nodal positions
of the FE mesh) due to two reasons. First, constraints are
nonlinear, and we locally linearize them in each simulation
step. Second, we enforce constraints using the method of La-
grange multipliers, which applies forces in the direction nor-
mal to the constraints.

Based on the observation that elastic forces are, by def-
inition, nothing else but the negative gradient of elastic
energy, i.e., felastic = −∇U , we could simply use per-
element elastic forces (scaled by 1/Umax) as the Jacobians
of energy-limiting constraints. However, as shown by Chao
et al. [CPSS10], warped elastic forces are just an approxima-
tion of the co-rotational energy gradient. Indeed, as shown in
detail in Section 6, we have observed that using warped elas-
tic forces as Jacobians introduces excessive error and affects
negatively the convergence of the constrained optimization.

We compute constraint Jacobians by substituting Eq. (13)
into Eq. (14) and differentiating the resulting expression.
Then, the constraint Jacobian w.r.t. a node x j can be writ-
ten as:

∂Cu

∂x j
=−det(F)

Umax
∑
q

wq
∂e(εq)

∂x j
. (15)

To differentiate the strain energy density e(ε) we find it
convenient to express it as the sum of six terms, based on
the components ui j of the displacement gradient∇u and the
coefficients of the matrix of material parameters E:

e(ε) = e1 + e2 + e3 + e12 + e13 + e23, (16)

with ei = uii(αi u11 +βi u22 + γi u33)

and eik = 1/2E3(uik +uki)
2.

We define as E1 = Y (1−v)
(1+v)(1−2v) , E2 = Y v

(1+v)(1−2v) , and E3 =
Y

2(1+v) the three different coefficients of the matrix of mate-
rial parameters based on Young modulus and Poisson’s ra-
tio. Then, the coefficients α, β, γ take different values for
each energy density component ei, namely: α1 = E1,β1 =
E2,γ1 = E2 for e1; α2 = E2,β2 = E1,γ2 = E2 for e2 and
α3 = E2,β3 = E2,γ3 = E1 for e3.

From the expressions in Eq. (7), Eq. (11), and Eq. (16),
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we derive the derivatives of the energy density terms w.r.t.
nodal positions:

∂ei

∂x j
= δh ji ri +uii(δ1 δ2 δ3), (17)

∂eik
∂x j

= E2(uik +uki)(h jk ri +h ji rk),

where rk is the k-th row of RT
e , hi j represents an element of

H, and the coefficients δ and δk are defined as:

δk = (αi r1k h j1 +βi r2k h j2 + γi r3k h j3), (18)

δ = (αi u11 +βi u22 + γi u33).

In this derivation, we discard the change of the element ro-
tation R. We found that this approximation did not endanger
the convergence of our method in our tests.

5. Simulation Algorithm

The unconstrained dynamics of our system follow Newton’s
second law of motion: Mv̇ = F, being M the mass matrix
of the system, v the vector of concatenated nodal velocities
and F the vector of all nodal forces. We use a backward Eu-
ler implicit integration method, which yields the following
unconstrained velocity update:

Av∗ = b, with A = M−h
∂F
∂v
−h2 ∂F

∂x
(19)

and b =
(

M−h
∂F
∂v

)
v0 +hF.

Vectors x0 and v0 denote the nodal positions and velocities
at the beginning of a simulation step of size h.

Adding constraint forces to this linear system through the
method of Lagrange multipliers, we have:

Av = b+JT
λ (20)

where the constrained velocities are expressed as

v = v∗+A−1 JT
λ. (21)

J is the Jacobian matrix of constraints.

We use the unconstrained velocity v∗ to integrate the
nodal positions forward in time, x∗ = x0 + hv∗, and eval-
uate constraints, as explained in the previous section, for
nodal positions x∗. Energy-Limiting constraints are then lin-
earized at this point, using the generalized constraint Jaco-
bian ∂C

∂x = J, and grouped in a vector C0:

J∆v≥−1
h

C0. (22)

Replacing in Eq. (22) the velocity correction due to the
constraints, ∆v = A−1 JT

λ, we obtain the following linear
complementarity problem (LCP):

0≤ λ ⊥ JA−1 JT
λ+

1
h

C0 ≥ 0. (23)

We solve the LCP using a projected Gauss-Seidel ap-
proach [CPS92]. Although here we refer only to energy con-
straints, in practice we also evaluate non-penetration con-
straints at the unconstrained positions x∗ through collision
detection. We solve energy-limiting and non-penetration
constraints with friction in just one projected Gauss-Seidel
loop. In addition, in practice we found that the solution to the
LCP often yields excessive visual error due to the lineariza-
tion of energy-limiting constraints. To better approximate
the full nonlinear constraints, we iterate the LCP formulation
and solution until the nonlinear constraints satisfy an overall
error threshold. This iteration can be regarded as a particular
case of Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP).

6. Experiments and Results

In this section, we present the results on a set of animation
tests to assess the quality of our energy-limiting approach.
Moreover, we provide some empirical data on the solver’s
convergence. Simulations were run on a 2.4 GHz Intel Quad-
Core i7-3517U with 4GB of DDR3 RAM.

6.1. Animation Tests

We have tested the effect of energy-limiting constraints on
three different animation scenarios. First, we ran a series
of simulations with a 1m× 12cm× 12cm cylindrical beam,
fixed at one of its ends and subject to gravity. The model was
discretized using a low resolution hexahedral mesh of 56 el-
ements with mass-density fixed at 500Kg/m3. Fig. 3 shows
the maximum deformation of the beam considering five dif-
ferent materials. The example illustrates that our energy-
limiting approach works effectively under rotated configu-
rations; it also shows the variety of non-linear behaviors that
the method achieves to produce. Left-most and right-most
beams are smoothly deformed up to a limit that depends on
the material stiffness. Inner beams only show this behavior
within the deformation range for which the local elastic en-
ergy does not exceed a limit. Beyond this limit, the deforma-
tion suddenly stops, resulting in the characteristic hyperelas-
tic behavior. It can be easily appreciated from the fact that all
elements within each beam are almost equally deformed at
the maximum deformation point.

Second, we have dropped a sphere of radius R = 1m and a
mass-density of 500Kg/m3 onto the ground, from a height of
2m. The model was discretized using a very low resolution
mesh of 27 hexahedra. Fig. 4 shows snapshots of the sphere
animation with three different material configurations: (i) a
compliant linear-elastic (Y = 150KPa), (ii) a stiffer linear-
elastic (Y = 1MPa), and (iii) a compliant constrained mate-
rial (Y = 150KPa and Ue ≤ 500J). The example illustrates
that our framework solves together frictional contact and
energy-limiting constraints within a single solve. The com-
pliant linear sphere (top) is severely deformed when hitting
the ground. The stiffer linear material (bottom) prevents the
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Figure 4: Falling sphere demo captured at three subse-
quent time instants. Top: elastic compliant material; center:
energy-limited material; bottom: elastic stiffer material. Hy-
perelastic behavior in the energy-constrained material pre-
vents the sphere from getting deformed but, contrary to the
stiffer material, softens its motion.

sphere from deforming, but strengthens the bouncing be-
havior as a consequence. On the contrary, the constrained
sphere (middle) is only deformed up to a limit and does not
bounce. It shows the highly non-linear behavior of a hard ob-
ject surrounded by a soft material layer. Fig. 5 shows the per-
formance of our method for extremely compliant materials
(Y = 50KPa and Ue≤ 50J), when using a high resolution dis-
cretization. In this case, the differences are more noticeable
as the constrained sphere (bottom) clearly reaches its defor-
mation limit. However, the sphere elements are still allowed
to undergo small deformations, with subtle waves appearing
throughout the surface of the sphere, as a consequence of the
sudden rigidity.

Finally, we also tested our method on models with more
complex topologies. Fig. 6 shows an armadillo discretized
with a regular hexahedral mesh of 365 elements. The model
is approximately 2m high with a constant mass-density of
500Kg/m3. As in the other tests, we compared three different
materials: (i) a compliant linear-elastic (Y = 500KPa), (ii) a
stiffer linear-elastic (Y = 5MPa), and (iii) a compliant con-
strained material (Y = 500KPa and Ue ≤ 100J). Differences
are specially clear at the second time instant. With the linear
compliant material (top), limbs show their natural rotation at
joints, but easily collapse when hitting the ground (right leg).
The stiffer material (bottom) results into an excessively rigid
behavior, which does not allow the overall pose of the ar-
madillo to change. The energy-constrained material (center)
avoids extreme limb deformations while maintaining some

Figure 5: Collapsing sphere captured at two subsequent
time instants. Top: linear-elastic compliant material; bottom:
compliant material with energy constraints. Our method ro-
bustly constrains elements under large deformations and/or
volume loss.

rotational mobility at joints. It is particularly noticeable how
the right arm rotates when the ground is hit.

6.2. Performance Evaluation

To roughly evaluate the method’s performance, we have run
some tests using the armadillo demo described above. Our
method took a total of 128.125s to simulate the 250 frames
of the animation, with an average time per frame of 512.5ms.
Considering only frames with active constraints, the aver-
age number of contraints was 35.19, with only 6.36 energy-
limiting constraints. In those frames, the average solving
time per frame was 520.59 ms.

As discussed earlier in Section 4.2, we have discarded
the use of warped elastic forces as constraint Jacobians due
to their poor convergence. To support this choice, we have
compared them with our method on the beam test described
above. We have used a compliant material (Y = 150KPa)
with four different energy limits: Ue ≤ 0.5J, Ue ≤ 0.1J,
Ue ≤ 0.05J and Ue ≤ 0.01J. Our results show that true con-
straint derivatives provide better convergence, with an av-
erage performance gain of 80.4%. Moreover, this gain in-
creases with the number of constraints, reaching a maximum
of 130.8% in our tests. For a low number of constraints, both
approaches provide similar performance, as the computation
of constraint Jacobians is more expensive with our method.

7. Discussion and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed a constrained dynamics al-
gorithm for the simulation of hyperelastic materials. The key
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Figure 6: Falling armadillo demo, captured at four subsequent time instants. Top: linear-elastic compliant material; center:
energy-limited material; bottom: elastic stiffer material. Our hyperelasticity simulation method avoids the collapse of the right
leg into the ground, while maintaining the dynamics of upper limbs.

novelty of our algorithm lies on the formulation of elas-
tic energy constraints, which avoid limitations of previous
strain-limiting approaches. Our method discretizes the prob-
lem using FEM with hexahedral elements and trilinear basis
functions, to avoid the so-called locking effect. As shown in
our results, our approach is capable of robustly simulating a
large variety of extremely nonlinear behaviors.

Our method suffers limitations too. First, our current
solver implementation should be further optimized for the
purpose of achieving interactive frame rates.

Most importantly, in our examples we succeed to show
hyperelastic behavior using energy constraints, but the en-
ergy limits were chosen arbitrarily and depend heavily on the
granularity of the discretization. One interesting improve-
ment is to make the selection of energy limits more artist
friendly. Another interesting improvement is to estimate en-
ergy limits from force-deformation measurements, and thus
mimic the behavior of real-world materials.

In addition, our current implementation does not support
inhomogeneous limits or irregular hexahedral meshes. Fu-

ture work could also be devoted to increasing the flexi-
bility of our framework, by enforcing limits only on par-
ticular components of the elastic energy. This would al-
low our method to simulate more complex features such
as anisotropy or to prioritize specific deformation modes,
among others.
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